Artists of Montana Print Prices Expanded
Highest Quality Archival Materials
(5% discount applies to all 2+ print orders)
Prices below include ½-1”white border & fit the standard frame sizes
Price below does not include $35 proofing/setup fee or shipping.
Print sizes under 8x10 not offered

Moab Lasal Smooth 230gsm, Canon Semi-Gloss 255gsm,
(.15c square inch)
8"x10" $12
9"x12" $16.20
11"x14 $23.10
10x20 - $30
16x20- $48
18x24 $64.00
20x30 $90
24"x36" $129.60
20x40 $120
Canvas Paper 255gsm Red River Pecos River Gloss & Red River
Metallic Pearl, Moab Entrada Textured, Canon Canvas (.18c square
inch)
8"x10" $14.40
9"x12" $19.44
11"x14 " 27.72
10x20 - $36
16x20- $57.60
18x24 $77.76
20x30 $108
24"x36" $155.52
20x40 $144
*Prices are subject to change with the paper cost fluctuation and some papers are
not always in stock. Please ask for a quote and availability on your specific project,
and understand the market fluctuates and changes and I reserve the right to change
rates. Quotes and pricing are valid for 30 days after received.

German Hannemule Textured Etching 300gsm, Hannemule
Cezanne canvas
($20c square inch)
8"x10" $16.00
9"x12" $21.60
11"x14 " $30.80
10x20 - $40
16x20- $64.00
18x24 $86.40
20x30 $120
24x30 $144.00
24"x36" $172.80
20x40 $160
32”x48 $307
Japanese Awagami Rice Paper :Imported
(Available in ≤ 11”x14” for $38 per print and 11”x17” $45 per print
Deckle Edge 8.5x11 Epson Matt Paper $28 per print (other sizes available
on request with $15 special order fee)
Special Order Papers available upon request (special order fee of $30
applies and wait times for paper shipment may vary. Minimum order size
may apply on special order canvas or expensive paper.
Packaging for Prints packing (hardboard and plastic slip for each print) is
available on special request and is not included in normal printing cost.
Please give me advance notice on larger orders, and I can order you with a
quote on the additional cost of pre-packaging each print for each size
available. I use mdf hardboard or acid free backing and a plastic slip.
Greeting Card Formatting (I give the finished jpg file to you to take home or
get printed elsewhere): $30 per card setup (includes image on the front and
writing/picture on the back in either 6x9 or 5x7 card when folded. Printing
Cards (costs $2.25 per card- comes with envelope, and plastic slip fully
packaged) Different papers available but will have to allow time to be
ordered, especially for larger card orders. I cap card production at 600 per
order and no more than 1400 cards a year.

Glass Framing (You Pick out your Frame)
Artists of Montana Print Prices Expanded

Framing Options 5% discount on multiples still applies
All Frames are handmade to order from pine and birch
unless specified: Please allow at least 2-4 weeks for frame
orders

Gallery Wrap Canvas / Floating Frame
8x10 or smaller $80
9”x12” $95
11"x14" $133.30
14”x18” $190.00
16"x20
$228.52
18"x24
$291
20"x30
$384
24x36
$552.65
32x48
$831
Example
You must add 3 inches to the dimensions you are wanting to stretch. 4” on sizes over 24x36
Example 11”x14” frame=17”x20” canvas print size x.16= 54.40
11”x14” frame- 11”x14”x.35= $53.90
Gallery wrap formatting (mirror sides $25 fee for setup)Total $133.30

Stile and Rale Framing
(cost for pine/other woods available but need to be quoted)
Size refers to Print size. Inquire on outside dimensions

Not available for sizes 11x14 and under
10"x 20" print size, Outside dim roughly15”x25”
14”x18” print size, Outside dim roughly 19”x 23”
16"x20 print size, Outside dim roughly 21”x25”
18"x24 print size, Outside dim roughly 21”x29”

131.04
161.28
201.60
267.68

Example equation 10”x20" = ((Printing Cost 15"x18"x.14=$47.04)+(Framing
10”x20”x.42=$84)= $131.04

If you want a paper piece framed, I charge $75 to frame your piece (price
does not include cost of the frame). These come ready to hang with paper
backing on archival foam core. No matting is available. Prints are printed
fit the full size of frame.
*Prices are subject to change with the wood cost fluctuation and some papers are not
always in stock. Please ask for a quote and availability on your specific project, and
understand the market fluctuates and changes and I reserve the right to change rates

Artists of Montana Print Packaging

quote on the additional cost of pre-packaging each print for each size
available. I use mdf hardboard or acid free backing and a plastic slip.

(Note: Ordering packaging materials and precutting them takes time.
I have included options and encourage you to package yourself if
you want to save money! I only keep a small amount on hand. If you
are ordering multiples, please allow time for your materials to ship)

Prices are subject to change with the wood cost fluctuation and some papers and
packaging materials are not always in stock or available. Please ask for a quote and
availability on your specific project, and understand the market fluctuates and
changes and I reserve the right to change rates

Plastic Slip with Acid Free Foam Core
8x10
9x12
11x14
14”x18”
16”x20”

$5.00
$6.00
$7.0
$7.50
$9.00

Don’t suggest using foam for larger sizes (it gets sort of warped and isn’t
strong enough for larger prints)

Plastic Slip with MDF Hardboard/ Safer for
shipping
8x10
9x12
11x14
14”x18”
16”x20”
18”x24”
20”x24”
24”x36”

$6.00
$7.00
$7.00
$9.00
$11.00
$17.00
$22.00
$29.00

Packaging for Prints packing (hardboard and plastic slip for each print) is
available on special request and is not included in normal printing cost.
Please give me advance notice on larger orders, and I can order you with a

